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Objectives

Description:

• Summarize the vaccine conversation happening on Social media, main stream news, 

and among colleagues.

• Understand common vaccine questions and be able 

to address concerns.

• Identify vaccine advocacy tools that can be used on 

social media, or for one-one interactions with patients 

and colleagues.



Healthcare Providers should advocate vaccines 
whenever the opportunity presents itself

Patients and parents look to HCP’s for clinical information and parenting advice. 

How can providers take advantage of the unique platform they’re given?

By speaking about immunizations whenever possible (and appropriate!).

Myself My Patients My Family My Community



So many social media platforms…
… and counting

Use social media you are comfortable with, but don’t be afraid to learn new apps and networks.



Understanding the vaccination 
conversation in social media

A. Thomson. Rebalancing the vaccination

conversation in social media. 2015. NOM DE LA PRESENTATION



Nurses Who Vaccinate 
makes it a mission to be present on 

major social media platforms, and so can you!

BLOGSPOT

FACEBOOK TWITTERPINTEREST



How can social 
media help to 
advocate 
for vaccines?



PRO’S AND CON’S OF SOCIAL MEDIA

PROS

It’s an opportunity to be pro-
active.

•HCWs can share clinical knowledge 
and experiences

HCW’s have ability listen to 
patient’s stories and questions

•Address concerns and provide 
answers

CONS

Public is quick to share horror 
stories and myths

• Patients are overwhelmed by 
sensational news

Media outlets predominately 
want to share bad news 

• It takes a lot of work to highlight vaccine 
success stories and minimize an 
occasional bad outcome.



Why Should Health Care Provider 
Utilize Social Media?

Influence Collaboration

Share and 
Create 

Educational 
Tools

Empower 
patients and 

families



Healthcare management professionals…

• Have a crucial role to play at all levels of healthcare:

• Working directly with patients

• Leading policy development and implementation

• Taking personal responsibility – as healthcare workers, you set an example for the workplace

You can make a difference in whether a patient vaccinates. 

1. WHO World Health Statistics Report 2011

Influence



Influence

Pediatrics: The Impact of Social Networks 
on Parents’ Vaccination Decisions

Social networks, and particularly parents’ people networks, play an important role in 

parents’ vaccination decision-making.
Healthcare providers are among top 5 network members in 90% conformer' networks

Healthcare providers are among 88% of noncomformers.

Healthcare providers were typically ranked second as parents most important 

network, right behind spouses/partners.

Interventions need to be broadened beyond parents; focus on communities.



Influence

Conversations, posts and most importantly, comment sections have a big impact.

Comment sections – The study, called “Reexamining Health Messages in the Digital Age: 

A Fresh Look at Source Credibility Effects,” concluded that commenters perceived as 

credible “are instrumental in influencing consumers’ responses.”

• Anonymous comments have influence on public’s likelihood to vaccinate.

• When a healthcare provider (or someone claiming to be one) contradicts 

evidence-based research, the outcome is negative and far reaching.



Where are patients getting news from?



Collaboration

• State Department of Health Facebook Page

• County Twitter AccountsLocal

• CDC Twitter Chats

• Immunization Action CoalitionNational

• Shot@Life

• GAVI AllianceGlobal

Examples:



Collaboration

Students

Faculty

Administration

Contributions

Research

Monitoring

Data Collection

International Connections

Colleagues

Jackson, J., Fraser, R., Ash, P., (September 30, 2014) "Social Media and Nurses: Insights for Promoting Health for Individual

and Professional Us" OJIN: The Online Journal of Issues in Nursing Vol. 19, No. 3, Manuscript 2.



Educational Tools

Kick The Flu Out of School 
Toolkit

(Families Fight Flu, 
Nurses Who Vaccinate
Voices for Vaccines) 

CDC's Health-e-Cards allow the 
public to send electronic 

greeting cards to friends, family, 
and co-workers

Every Child By Two volunteer 

spokesperson, Actor and 

Mom Amanda Peet, this PSA 

encourages parents to 

immunize and includes the 

message “get the facts, 
vaccines save lives”.

By sharing our voices, 
educating each other, 
and empowering one 
another…we are all 
advocates. (Shot@Life)

Toolkits E-Cards Videos Action Alerts

…And so much more!



Educational Tools

…And so much more!



Advocacy Tools



Advocacy Tools



Empowering Patients 
• The ultimate goal is to give the patient and family a strong 

vaccine educational foundation. 

• Empower patients and families to advocate public health and 

vaccines.

• By strengthening the parents understanding, they can be 

vaccine advocates on the playground and direct vaccine 

hesitant parents to speak to qualified healthcare professionals 

and not rely on misinformation.



Empowering Patients 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vq3dXsBtPs

Patient AdvocatesALL ABOUT THAT VAX

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2vq3dXsBtPs


How Should Health Care Providers 
Utilize Social Media?

Proactive 
Approaches

Countering 
Misinformation

Learn Your 
Audience

CASE Method
Digital 

Professionalism
Share Success 

Stories



Pro-active Approaches

❖Write Letters to Editor

❖Opinion-Editorial, “Op-eds”

❖Connect to colleagues and healthcare providers in online communities

❖Contact legislators about current health bills and initiatives 

❖Collaborate in organizations/forums/brainstorm

❖Share evidence-based practices

❖Join Public Health organizations 



Pro-active Approaches

•Written from personal 

experience or expert’s 

perspective

• Subjects matters are timely 

issues, hot topics, or public 

interest

• Californian Measles, 

International Infection 

Prevention Week, Polio

•Clear structure, usually less that 

1000 words

•Key Points 

• Issue/Problem

• Who’s involved?

• What has been done?

• What is the solution?

• How can reader get involved?

• Plan and Call to Action

Op-eds



Countering misinformation
on the internet

• Respond gracefully and professionally at all times 

• Maintain poise and professionalism

• Keep your cool

• Don’t let arguments escalate 

• Learn who to ignore  

• Learn who your audience is

• Leave the door open for others to ask questions

• Direct the audience to credible sources 



Know Your Audience
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Uninformed But Want 
To Become Informed

Misinformed But 
Correctable

Well-Read and 
Open-Minded

Convinced and 
Content

Committed and 
Missionary

Halperin, Scott A., MD, How to Manage Parents Unsure About Immunization, 
Presented at Dalhousie University, Day of Pediatrics, Truro, Nova Scotia, April, 1999. 



Know Your Audience

• What do they need to know? What are the key points?

• Understand their experience, knowledge, trust and fears

• Aim the conversation towards conversationalists with legitimate concerns 

• Speak to the middle,  try not to engage the extremes

o The way you lead the conversation with those on the extremes, 

influences the way the silently observing fence sitters view the issue (and the evidence)

• How many are silently observing, or “lurking?”                                     Glad you asked…



Know Your Audience

The audience is larger than it appears

McConnell, Ben; Huba, Jackie (May 3, 2006). "The 1% Rule: Charting 
citizen participation". Church of the Customer Blog.

Life of Riley



The CASE* method

The CASE Method combines emotional and scientific talking

points aimed at swaying parents’ emotional response regarding 

vaccines and helping them to face the issue more logically.

It gives the healthcare provider an opportunity to:

• Share why vaccinating is important to them

• Share why it is important that the patient and their family vaccinate

The CASE Method allows the nurses to share their story with science. 
It is through sharing our stories we can relate to the patient and have a positive influence. 

*Created by Autism Science Foundation, Founder Alison Singer MD



The four steps to the CASE method

1- Corroborate:

– Acknowledge the parents’ concern and find some point on which you can agree; set the 
tone for a respectful, successful talk

2- About Me:

– Describe what you have done to build your knowledge base and expertise

3- Science:

– Relate what the science/ evidenced-based 
research says

4- Explain/Advice:

– Explain your advice to patient, based on the science



CASE Method In Action
Patient: 
“I’m nervous about the flu vaccine. I’ve heard from some websites that other people skip it because it gave 
them the flu. Should I get the vaccine for myself and children?”

Nurse: 
(C) “I understand you have concerns. There is a lot of  conflicting influenza information on the internet, but 
it’s important to know that not all of it is accurate nor up to date.

(A) I have educated myself about the dangers of influenza virus because I want to be able to help my patients 
make healthy decisions for themselves and their children. I’ve cared for very sick children, previously 
healthy children, in pediatric intensive care units. When they recovered, parents vowed to never skip the 
influenza vaccine again. 

(S) There is a lot of science behind the safety of of the influenza vaccine. It is scientifically impossible to catch 
the flu from the flu shot because the virus used, is sterile and dead. In order to make you sick, the virus has to 
be about to replicate, which it can’t in the vaccine form. As a nurse and scientist I trust the science.

(E) I am vaccinated myself, along with my children. I  want to offer the same protection to you and your 
family- thus I strongly encourage you to get the vaccine.” 



Digital Professionalism DO’s

DO remember that nurses:

• Have an ethical and legal obligation to maintain patient privacy

• Must be aware of, and comply with, employer policies regarding use of employer-

owned computers, cameras, and other electronic devices and use of personal devices 

in the workplace

• Must maintain professional boundaries in the use of electronic media



Digital Professionalism DONT’s

DON’T:

• Transmit, by way of any electronic media, any patient-related information, name or 

image that is reasonably anticipated to violate patient rights to confidentiality or 

privacy or to otherwise degrade or embarrass the patient. Limiting access to postings 

through privacy settings is not sufficient to ensure privacy

• Refer to patients in a disparaging manner, even if they are not identified

• Make disparaging remarks about employers or coworkers



Examples &
Success Stories



Examples & Success Stories



Legislation Success Stories



Legislation Success Stories



Legislation Success Stories



Examples & Success Stories
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⮚Your Voice/Tweet/Post/Comment matters.

⮚Communication between health care providers and the public is vital in the world of social media.

⮚ If they’re not getting medical information from us, there’s no guarantee that the information they receive 
is going to be evidence-based or factual. 

Health Care Providers need to be front and 
center!

Social media is transforming 
the world of patient information. 
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C

NOW IT’S YOUR 
TURN!

Use your phones or laptops to tweet, post and share!

#VaccinesWork | #EndPolio | #VaxSelfie | #nurseswhovax| #nursinglife

@MelodyButler | @NursesWhoVax | @Voices4Vaccines | @ShotofPrev | @ShotatLife



Additional Resources

• AAP Provider Resources http://www2.aap.org/immunization/

• IAC Provider Resources www.immunize.org

• Every Child By Two www.ect.org

• Voices For Vaccines  www.voicesforvaccines.org

• Shot@Life www.shotatlife.org

• Vaccine Education Center http://www.chop.edu/centers-programs/vaccine-education-center

• Autism Science Foundation  http://autismsciencefoundation.org

• The American Nurses Association- http://www.anaimmunize.org/

Immunize 

http://www2.aap.org/immunization/
http://www.immunize.org/
http://www.ect.org/
http://www.voicesforvaccines.org/
http://www.shotatlife.org/
http://www.chop.edu/centers-programs/vaccine-education-center
http://autismsciencefoundation.org/
http://www.anaimmunize.org/
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Questions?
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Twitter-
@nurseswhovax

Facebook-
Facebook.com/nurseswhovaccinate.org

Instagram-
@nurseswhovax

Pinterest-
@nurseswhovax

Blog-
www.nurseswhovaccinate.blogspot.com

Become a member!
www.nurseswhovaccinate.org

Linkedin
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Twitter- @MelodyButler

Facebook-
www.facebook.com/melodybutl

erRN

Instagram- @delicatemelody

Pinterest- @delicatemelody

Linkedin


